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Teacher / Student Training ParadigmHuman-guided Models Come at a Cost

Ongoing challenge
Human-guided training has proven to 
boost generalization capabilities of deep 
learning-based models. However, 
acquiring human annotations is costly.

Our solution
We utilize models first taught by human 
annotations (“Teacher models”) to then 
train “Student models” through their 
saliency maps using the CYBORG loss.

Once Taught By Humans, Models Can Teach Themselves

(RQ1) Which type of training produces better Teacher models: 
human-guided or purely data-driven?

(RQ2) Can the top-performing Teacher model improve the performance 
of Student models across different CNN architectures?

(RQ3) What are the potential performance benefits of the Teacher-Student 
training paradigm over the baselines?

(RQ4) Can this training approach be applied to domains 
beyond synthetic face detection?
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